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1. Introduction. Compositionality refers to the evident ability of humans to repre-
sent entities as hierarchies of parts, with these parts themselves being meaningful entities,
and being reusable in a near-infinite assortment of meaningful combinations. Composi-
tionality is generally considered to be fundamental to language (Chomsky [7], [8]), but
many believe, as do we, that it is fundamental to all of cognition. Objects and scenes,
for example, decompose naturally into a hierarchy of meaningful and generic parts. Fur-
thermore, compositions help us to identify parts unambiguously. It is often the case that
components cannot be correctly interpreted in the absence of the contextual constraints
imposed by their incorporation into a larger whole, i.e., a composition. Indeed, such
compositions are sometimes called "higher-level constraints".

It has been argued that artificial neural networks, by virtue of their ability to learn
by example, reasonably approximate the workings of natural neural networks. But as
pointed out by Fodor and Pylyshyn ([15]), these artificial networks are not compositional,
and therefore they fail to mimic a basic attribute of human cognition. (See, however, von
der Malsburg [39], Smolensky [38], Prince and Smolensky [32], Bienenstock [2], Hummel
and Biederman [24], and Mjolsness [28] for efforts to address compositionality within a
neural network framework.)

As early as 1812, Laplace discussed the compositional nature of perception: In his
Essay on Probability ([26]), he remarks on one's overwhelming preference to interpret the
string CONSTANTINOPLE as a single word, rather than a collection of fourteen letters.
In some sense, it is "more probable" that the letters came together in the context of a
known word than that they found their placements by coincidence. Of course the Gestalt
psychologists were getting at very much the same thing (cf. [11]), as are today's cognitive
scientists studying modern compositionality (see, especially, the work by Feldman [14],
which connects closely with the development here).

The purpose of this report is to propose a mathematical formulation of composition-
ality Inspired by Rissanen's Minimum Description Length Principle ([33]), a probability
will be devised that promotes a recursive grouping, or composing, of constituents.
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Fig. 1. On-line images. Stylus position is sampled at regular inter-
vals. Sampled locations are indicated with "+" symbol.

A primary goal is to make a contribution to machine vision. We believe that this
formulation can be a basis for building vision systems that systematically exploit contex-
tual constraints, and thereby address the many levels of ambiguity that arise in image
interpretation. Many others have taken a similar approach for similar reasons—see,
for example, Narasimhan ([29]), Shaw ([36]), Pavlidis ([30]), Fu ([17]), Biederman ([1]),
Grenander ([18]), and Casadei and Mitter ([5]).

2. Example: Experiments in on-line character recognition. By way of intro-
duction, we shall first examine the basic ideas informally through a relatively simple (but
nonetheless largely unsolved) application: on-line upper-case character recognition.

Fig. 1 shows some simple images of the type that we wish to interpret. Strokes and
characters are drawn on a pad with a stylus whose position is sampled at a constant rate.
The markings in Fig. 1 represent the locations of sampled points. Of course there is order
information, and this can be quite useful, but for the purposes of this illustration the
order information will be ignored; the data is simply the collection of sampled locations.

As a first step, we will need to develop hierarchical representations for objects in the
object library. The library will certainly include the upper-case letters, but in addition
there are numerous other object types that will emerge from the intermediate-level rep-
resentations, including, for example, "lines", "arcs", "T-junctions", and "L-junctions".

It might be expected that compositional hierarchies would be most conveniently de-
fined via production rules within a formal grammar. But to the contrary, it turns out
to be more convenient and more natural to come at this from the other direction, which
is to say via composition rules rather than productions. Composition rules are syntactic
rules under which entities are composed to form composite entities, very much like the
process of unification in Unification Grammars ([37], [25]).

Recursive application of the composition rules defines the set of recognizable objects.
The process is initiated with a "primitive" class of objects, which in this case is the set
of individual points at which the stylus could be sampled. Let us suppose that the set of
possible sampled locations consists of M2 points arranged on an M x M grid. Let T be
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Fig. 2. Syntactic constraints for two points forming a linelet (panel
a) and a point joining a line to make a larger line (panel b).

the subset of objects representing these M2 primitives (so that each t € T is a particular
location on the M x M grid).

A simple composition rule would allow two primitives to be composed into a kind of
mini-stroke, which we might term a linelet: Given a radius r, two points, t\ and t2, can
join if their distance does not exceed r. See Fig. 2a.

What sort of compositions give rise to a straight line? A straight line could be grown
by adjoining a single point (primitive) to either a linelet or to an already-existing straight
line. Let A be the linelet or the straight line which is to be bound to the primitive. The
object A itself comprises a set of primitives (just two, in the case of a linelet). Define e\
and e% to be two points that achieve the maximum distance among pairs of points in this
set, and let this distance be d. Fix two positive numbers w and I, and situate a rectangle
of length d + 2l and width 2w symmetrically around the line segment joining e\ and e2
(refer to Fig. 2b). Allow A to bind to a primitive t provided that t is contained in this
rectangle.

Composition rules can be added that allow two colinear straight lines to bind to form
a larger straight line, or two straight lines to bind to form an L or a T junction. Linelets
can be combined with primitives to form arcs, and arcs together with primitives, or arcs
together with arcs, can form larger arcs. Xiaohua Xing, while a student in the Division of
Applied Mathematics at Brown University, and Dan Potter ([31]) and Shih-Hsiu Huang
([23]), as described in their dissertations, have run on-line character recognition experi-
ments. Compositional hierarchies involving dozens of rules were constructed, giving rise
to the twenty-six upper-case characters as well as numerous intermediate object types,
including primitives, straight lines, various junction types, arcs, and so-on.

Any collection of composition rules together with the set T of primitives defines a set,
or library, of objects, fl. To make this precise, it is necessary to interpret objects as trees
in which the leaves are primitives, and in which each non-leaf node is labeled with an
object type (linelet, line, etc.). The label of the tree itself (i.e., the object type) is the
label of its root node. If, for example, the object arose from the rule straight line binds to
straight line to form straight line, then the root node and each of its daughters would be
labeled "straight line", and the remaining interior nodes would either be labeled "straight
line" or "linelet". The library is the set of trees such that, for each non-terminal node
n with label I, there exists a composition rule under which the daughters of n can bind
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to form an object of type I. The set T of primitives is viewed as a set of single-node
objects: T C fi.

The set of objects is unimaginably large, even if we were to restrict ourselves to
composition rules for just linelets and straight lines. Furthermore, given any collection
of primitives that can be interpreted as a particular object with label "Z" (in other words,
the primitives constitute the terminal nodes of an object with label I), there will typically
be a large number of distinct objects of the same type (same label) containing the same
primitives. Because of this, in formal language theory, systems such as ours are termed
"ambiguous". This may turn out to be a virtue: All of the many explanations that
share a common root-node label are essentially equivalent, and therefore there are many
computational paths to what amounts to a "correct" solution. This kind of redundancy
may open the door to pruning, or coarse-to-fine, or other heuristic search methods. (But
K. S. Fu, who pioneered syntactic pattern recognition, would probably disagree: in a
book on the subject ([16], p. 27) he writes: "In pattern description languages, it is clear
that ambiguity should be avoided; therefore, to find a family of unambiguous grammars
is a problem of interest in this area.")

Within this framework, an "interpretation" is the assignment of each element of an
image (in the present example, each primitive) to an object. One easy-to-compute in-
terpretation simply labels each sampled point as a primitive; no aggregations, or com-
positions, are offered. This of course is not what we are after. In the left-hand panel of
Fig. 1, we would prefer to join the seven nearly-colinear points in the upper left region
and label them, collectively, as a straight line segment. The evident tendency of humans
to manufacture such compositions is of course the cornerstone of compositionality. (See
Feldman, [12] and [13], for recent work making use of psychophysical and analytic tools
to explore the aggregation process in human subjects.)

Aggregation is an instance of Occam's Razor, and it can be formulated rather con-
veniently using Rissanen's Minimum Description Length (MDL) Principle ([33]). The
idea is to encode, for example in a binary code, each object hierarchy, as if it were to
be transmitted over a channel or stored on a disk. A "sensible" encoding would assign
shorter codes to intuitively-succinct descriptions, such as the description of the seven
points in terms of a straight line segment versus their description as individual and inde-
pendent locations. There is a more-or-less natural encoding induced by the hierarchical
structure, and in this regard the use of composition rules instead of productions is a
central feature of the approach. In particular, each rule can be appended with a formula
for encoding the composition in terms of the already-encoded components; the encoding
scheme is recursive. Let us put aside the general scheme and examine, instead, some
specific instances based upon the composition rules defined earlier.

We suppose that there are L object types (primitives, linelets, straight lines, etc.)
in our object library. For simplicity, we will assign a uniform encoding to the different
object types, meaning that we will use log2(£) bits to indicate an object label. (Bit
counts will usually be fractions. These should be rounded, generally upward, but it is
easier and more clear to just work with real numbers.) A specific instance of a primitive
would be most naturally encoded with 21og2(M) bits, indicating the values of each of
the two coordinates. (Recall that we are working on an M x M grid.) Thus a primitive
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encoding involves log2(L) + 21og2(M) bits. Consider now a linelet. The label, "linelet",
requires log2(L) bits. Referring to Fig. 2a, the "seed" point, t\, requires 21og2(M)
bits to specify (the label, "primitive", is now superfluous—linelets always consist of
two primitives), and i2, by virtue of its restriction relative to t\, can be encoded with
log2(7rr2) bits (corresponding to—approximately—ixr2 allowed lattice locations). Thus
a linelet is encoded with log2(L) + 21og2(M) + log2(7rr2) bits. There is a savings: coded
separately, t\ and t2 would require a total of 21og2(L) + 4 log2(M) bits, and nr2 is of
course substantially smaller than M2.

The encoding of straight lines proceeds similarly, but in this case the labels of the
constituents need to be specified. The first constituent could be a linelet or a line, and
this specification will require one bit (still a saving over the log2(L) bits associated with
the unbound item). Similarly, if the first constituent is a line, then an additional bit
is required to specify whether the second constituent is a primitive or itself a line. In
either case, the position of the second constituent is constrained by the location of the
first constituent. Hence there is a further savings over an independent encoding of the
constituents.

In principle, the encoding of lines is recursive, that is, when two straight lines are
joined to form a straight line, the code of the composite embeds the codes of the con-
stituents. Actually, however, a recursive form is difficult to construct. This will be
discussed further in §4, both from the point of view of coding as well as a more tradi-
tional probabilistic viewpoint. (Of course, the two viewpoints are essentially equivalent
if we adopt a Shannon code when given a probability distribution—see [10], or take code
lengths as log-probabilities when given a code.) In any case, there are many details con-
cerning the existence and scope of codes (and/or probability measures) satisfying such
recursive relationships, extensions to nonuniform encodings of labelings, and so on. For
now, we wish only to point out that compositional codes promote aggregation by assign-
ing more succinct codes to compositions than to constituents, and that these codes give
an explicit formula for evaluating competing interpretations as may be associated with
either inconsistent aggregations or inconsistent labelings of a common region.

Recall that an "interpretation" is the assignment of each element of an image to an
object. An optimal interpretation is an assignment that achieves the minimum total
description length. We have experimented with a simple algorithm for computing an
approximately optimal interpretation. Briefly, the algorithm proceeds in two steps: In
the first step, the observed primitives are recursively aggregated under the composition
rules. This creates a large collection of labels, with many contradictory and multiple
coverings of the original image. Usually some sort of pruning, based upon description
length, is used in order to maintain a manageable list size. In the second step, a greedy
algorithm chooses a subset from this collection by choosing successively the next best
labeling (shortest description length) among those not chosen, until the original image
is entirely labeled. The greedy algorithm is fast, and can be restarted dozens or even
hundreds of times, from different choices of the first label.

The algorithm is simple and easy to implement. There can be no doubt that more
sophisticated search strategies will be needed for more complex applications. Nonetheless,
systems based on this approach have been able to read overlapping and highly irregular
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Fig. 3. Examples of images interpreted by the on-line character
recognition algorithm

characters, as demonstrated in experiments by Xiaohua Xing (see Figures 1 and 3), Dan
Potter (see [31]), and Shih-Hsiu Huang (see [23]).

More levels of composition can be included in the hierarchy (cf. [31]). For example,
under more-or-less straightforward composition rules, characters can be grouped to form
strings. At this point, an on-line dictionary can be used to create thousands of virtual
composition rules: strings can be viewed as specific words, with a saving of label bits
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accrued for each character. These high-level compositions can resolve ambiguities. In
fact, many single-character confusions are impossible to resolve in isolation, but easily
resolved in the context of words.

The MDL procedure is exactly Bayesian MAP: use code lengths as "energies" and use
the associated Gibbs distribution as the prior. Among other advantages (see sections 4
and 5), the Bayesian viewpoint suggests the possibility of estimating (learning) compo-
sition costs. Consider, for example, the joining of two lines to form an L-junction. In
principle, the distribution on the relations between end points of the two component lines
could be estimated. The uniform encoding used in the examples discussed here could
then be replaced by a Shannon code associated with the estimated distribution—atypical
joinings would then be appropriately penalized with long code words. As we shall see,
distributions governing relationships among constituents will emerge naturally from a
probabilistic formulation.

The idea of using description lengths to define an energy functional, and thereby a
prior for Bayesian inference, is not new to machine vision. In one form or another, the
"MDL Principle" has been applied to image segmentation (cf. Leclerc [27], Zhu and
Yuille [41]), image restoration (cf. Saito [34]), motion analysis (cf. Schweitzer [35], Gu
et al. [19]), and image interpretation (cf. Canning [4], Hinton et al. [21]). Our approach
is in the same spirit as these, although the emphasis here is on compositionality, very
much along the lines proposed by Cooper (see [9]): We will use description lengths to
guide the development of distributions that promote hierarchical aggregations of parts.

3. Objects and the rules of composition. Following the example of the previous
section, the set of objects is defined as the closure of a given set of primitive objects under
a set of composition rules. The composition rules are defined in terms of attributes of
the constituents. The purpose of this section is to make this construction precise and
to discuss some of its properties. In analogy to formal language theory, the object class
defines a language on strings of primitives—the scope of languages attainable from such
constructions will also be discussed.

3.1. Labeled trees. Objects that arise from composition rules are most naturally de-
scribed as trees. The terminal nodes are primitives, corresponding to the most elementary
constituents that participate in an object hierarchy. Let us denote by T the set of ter-
minal or primitive objects. A 256 x 256 grid of possible pen locations corresponds to
T= {0,1,. ..,255} x {0,1,..., 255}. Different applications will dictate different terminal
sets. A set of line segments may be convenient when modeling polygonal regions in the
plane or for approximating regression lines; a lexicon, or set of words, would be most
appropriate when fitting a grammar to a corpus of phrases and sentences. Depending
upon the application, T may be discrete or continuous.

In addition to the primitives, there are other, "compound", objects with "labels" or
"types" such as "linelet", "line", "letter.A", and so on. Let N represent, abstractly, the
set of labels. N is discrete but not necessarily finite. Formally, an object is a labeled tree,
where

Definition. The set of labeled trees, O, is the set of directed tree graphs
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(a) that are planar1, finite, and connected;
(b) that have a single root with edges directed away from the root and towards the

leaves;
(c) and in which every non-leaf node is labeled with an element of N (nonterminal)

and every leaf node is labeled with an element of T (terminal).
Remarks. (1) Singletons are labeled from elements of T; so in this sense T C 0.
(2) By the label of the tree lo £ 0 we will mean the label of its root node. We use

L(u) (L : 0 —» T U N) to represent the label of lo.
(3) If lo 6 0, u> T, we will write lo = l(ai,a2,... ,an) when L(u>) — I, and

Qi, c*2,... ,an £ 0 are, respectively, the left-to-right daughter subtrees of lo (1 < n < oo).
(4) The ordering of daughter nodes is distinguished. So, for example, l(ot,(3) ^ l(/3,a)

unless a = p.
3.2. Attributes and composition rules. Not all elements of 0 are objects. Objects are

distinguished by being consistent with a set of composition rules, which is to say that the
daughter subtrees of each non-terminal node represent an allowed composition. Let 0*
denote the set of finite nonempty strings of labeled trees.2 We will use starred letters,
a*, to designate generic elements of 0*: a* £ Q* => a* = ai,... ,an for some n > 1
and c*i,... ,an £0.

Definition. A composition rule for the label I £ N is a pair (Bi,Si) where Bi, the
binding function, maps 0* into an arbitrary range space, IZf.

Br.G* - 111,
and Si, the binding support, is a distinguished subset of TZi, Si QlZt.

Composition rules dictate legitimate bindings through Si, the "allowed" values of Bf.
an,... ,an can bind to form l(ai,... , an) if Bi(ai,... , an) £ Si.

Some compositions are monadic: u = 1(a). As an example, a may represent a string of
letters, such as "CAT" (itself a composition of the letters "C", "A", and "T"), whereas
lo may represent the word "caf. Thinking again for a moment in terms of description
lengths, the "composition" a —> lo saves bits, that is, the label "caf removes the need
to encode the labels of the particular letters constituting the string a.

We can always take 7Zi = {0,1}, Si = {1}, and Bi(a£ {0,1}
with Bi(ai,... , an) = 1 indicating that a±,... ,an can be bound to form l(ai,... , an).
On the other hand, our primary goal is to put probabilities on fl (see §4). This will be
done via certain empirical distributions, such as the distribution on the angle between
two lines that are bound and labeled "right angle", or on the distance between two points
that are bound and labeled "linelet". In these cases Bi is chosen to explicitly restrict the
attribute or attributes of interest (e.g., the angle between lines or the distance between
points), Si defines allowable values under the composition, and a distribution imposed on
Si reflects the likelihood of particular configurations of the composition.

Often there is more than one attribute involved in a binding rule (labels, positions, and
sizes of letters for a rule of the form "letter" + "letter" —> "string of letters"), in which

1 Planar so that we can distinguish the left-to-right order of daughter nodes.
2Given a set S, we will use S* to represent the set of finite nonempty strings of elements of S. This

is nonstandard—usually S* includes the empty string.
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case it is most natural to represent £?; as a vector, possibly having both continuous and
discrete components. This is the reason for declaring 7Zi to be arbitrary, in the general
set up.

As a specific example, a composition rule for linelets (labeled "1" say) might be based
upon the binding function

(1) Bi(ax,... ,<*„) =
distance(ai, a2) if n = 2 and ai,a2 € T,
— 1 otherwise

with range IZi = R and support 1S1 = (0,r], for some maximum radius r. Of course we
could as well take

(c^i,... , an)
+1 if n = 2, Q!i,ai2 £ T, and distance(ai, Q2) < r>
— 1 otherwise

by defining = {1}; the representation is certainly not unique. On the other hand, if
we wish to develop distributions that promote small distances between the constituents
of a linelet, while not necessarily excluding large distances, then the first representation
(1) is clearly preferable (see §4).

As another example, consider a rule that allows a line or linelet to combine with a
line or linelet to form a line. Let (e\,e2) and (e*3,£4) be the endpoints, respectively, of
the first and second constituents. Define

d = min{distance(ei, e*3), distance(e*i, 64), distance^, 63), distance^, (34)}

and define 9 to be the angle (in [0, 27t]) between the two line segments. (If for example
the minimum is achieved at (ei,e3)—breaking ties systematically when the minimum
is not unique—then 9 is the angle between e\ — e2 and S4 — 63.) Let "2" be the line
label. If a is a line or linelet, and (3 is a line or linelet, then define B2(a,/3) = (d,9).
Otherwise, define B2(ai,... , an) = — 1. In this case, B2 maps 0* into 1Z2 = R2 U { — 1};
now take, for example, £2 = (0, c] x [it - A,7t + A], representing the tolerances on end-
point proximity and colinearity. (A better, scale invariant, way to do this is to introduce
the coordinates of (63, en) relative to (ei,e2), normalized to make distance^, e2) a unit
length. In this system, IZ? C R4, and <S2 is a union of four regions that are related by
translation. See Potter [31] and Huang [23] for more on using relative coordinates and
building scale-invariant binding rules.)

Of course the range of B2 can be extended to allow other compositions that might
define lines, such as a line or linelet paired with a single point, or multiple (three or
more) lines composed into a larger line.

3.3. Objects and the scope of composition systems. Objects result from the recursive
application of composition rules, starting with the terminal set:

Definition. Given a terminal set T, a set of nonterminals, or labels, N, and a set of
composition rules (Bi,Si), one for each label I G N, the set of objects is the closure
of T under {(Bi,Si)}ieN in 0.

Remarks. (1) Let 0* denote the set of finite nonempty strings of elements from Q.
Then u € 0 is an object {uj £ CI) if and only if either u> £ T or tu = I (a*), where a* G CI*
and Bi(a*) 6 <S;.
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(2) Composition rules may or may not allow overlap (sharing) of primitives. So, for
example, it can happen that Bi(a,/3) € Si, and some of the terminal nodes of a are
assigned the same primitive (label in T) as some of the terminal nodes of 0. This would
certainly be the case if, for example, T = {0,1} and we were interested in sentences of
finite binary strings, {0,1}*.

What subsets of 0 can constitute a set of objects? It is certainly necessary that T C
and that l(a*) 6 f2 => a* £ fi*. These are also sufficient conditions: Given such an fi,
define 7Zi = {0,1}, Si = {1}, and define Bi(a*) = 1 iff I (a*) € £1 is then the closure
of T under these composition rules.

Obviously, these structures are very general. In line with this generality, we will call
such a system (consisting of T, N, and {(£?;, <Sj)};gjv) a composition system or composition
grammar. Any language is attainable from a composition system, in the following sense.
Let £ be an arbitrary (nonempty) subset of T* (nonempty finite strings of terminals).
Then there are composition systems such that the set of ordered terminal strings, read
left to right, corresponding to objects with some label, say I, is exactly C. This is trivial:
include the composition rule 7Z[ = {0,1}, Si = {1}, and Bi(a*) = 1 iff a* € £; Bi
is an "acceptor" for the language £. (This is not a particularly useful grammar—the
identification of an object of type I is an entirely global affair, and hence does not lend
itself to efficient computation. What we are really after is composition systems in which
objects are built up, in more or less small steps.)

This generality may appear to be a weakness—what can be usefully said of such a
general class? In the next section we will argue that the simplicity (generality) of the
composition rules suggests a natural (and we hope compelling) mechanism for fitting
composition systems with probability distributions in terms of certain "observable" fre-
quencies.

Our object set Q resembles what Grenander terms the "Configuration Space" in his
General Pattern Theory (cf. [18]). In Pattern Theory, discrete entities called generators
can be composed provided that a "bond relation" is satisfied. The bond relation is a
Boolean function of certain generator attributes known as "bond values." A configuration
is a collection of generators together with a set of "true" bond relations among pairs of
the generators. Composition rules, on the other hand, are more global: trees are com-
posed, and the composition rules can reference arbitrary details within the constituent
subtrees. Whereas this allows us to express more general constituent relationships, it
also complicates the development of a probability measure. In Pattern Theory, the local
binding structure leads to a Markov property, which is heavily exploited in parameter
estimation and in all computational aspects of the theory. In contrast, the probability
developed here (§4) has no nontrivial Markov property.

Among the simplest syntactic systems are the context-free grammars. When does a
composition system look like a context-free grammar? In general, the rules of composition
can reference any aspects of the constituent trees—the binding functions are arbitrary.
On the other hand, if binding depends only on the labels (roots) of the constituents, then
a composition system (with finite T and N) is basically a context-free grammar. This
is easy to see: if Bi(ai,... , an) = (L(a\),... , L(an)), then define a set of production
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rules on N according to the recipe

I —+ Zi,... ,ln £ {T U N}* -l V G £7 3 w = ... , cnn),

where for each k = 1, 2,... , n, Ik = L{a.k). Evidently, these rules are context-free, and
they produce exactly fi.

Another way to get a context-free grammar, without restricting binding to depend only
on labels, is to introduce a sufficiently rich set of "attributes"—functions of objects that
contain the essential information for binding. The key condition is that the attributes
of a composition must be computable from the attributes of its constituents: Call A :

—> R an attribute function if |^4(0)| < oo (finite number of attribute values), and if
VI £ N 3Ai : R* —> R such that

u = l(ai,... , an) => A{u) = At(A{a i),... , A{an)),

where R* ={JZ=iRk-

Proposition 3.1. Let T, iV, {Bi, Si}ieN be a composition system, C, with \T\ < oo,
|iV| < oo, and attribute function A. If the binding rules depend only on attribute values,

Bi(ai,... ,an) = Bt(A(ai),... ,A(an)),

then there is a context-free grammar that produces the same yield (set of left-to-right
ordered terminal strings) as C.

Proof. Define a context-free grammar G = (V,T,V,S) with arbitrary "start symbol"
S -4(f2), nonterminal symbols V = S U .4(0), terminal symbols T, and production
(rewrite) rules V:

S -» k V/c g A(fl),

k —» fci,... , kn if 3a; € Cl,w = l(ai,... , an) 3
k = A(u>) & ki = A(a.i), 1 < i < n,

k —> t if t e T and k = A(t).

Suppose g is a derivation tree in G. We will exhibit an u> £ Q whose terminal nodes
coincide with the terminals in g. First we will associate every subtree of g that is rooted
at some k € V, k ^ S, with an object to 6 fl in such a way that k = A(uj), and us and the
subtree rooted at k have the same yield (string of terminals). This is done recursively in
a "bottom-up" sequence as follows.

If k —» t G T, then the subtree rooted at k is associated with the object t- note that
k = A(t). Now suppose k —» k\f... ,kn, and the subtrees rooted at fci,... ,kn have
been associated with ai,... ,an e respectively. Since k —> ki... ,kn, there exists
a/ = l(a[,... ,a'n) G such that k = A{u>') and k\ = -4(w-), 1 < i < n. Let ui =
l(ai,... , an). Note that A(a.i) = ki = A(a'i), 1 < i < n. Since uj' G Bi{k\,... , kn) G
Si. Hence u G fi, and k = A(u') = Ai(k\,... , kn) = A{lo). Thus we associate k with u>.

Eventually, the subtree rooted at k, where k is the output of the first production
(S —> fc), is associated with some u G in such a way that k = A(ui) and the yield of lu
matches the yield of k—and hence the yield of uj also matches that of g.
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Now fix an arbitrary ui £ 17. Associate every node of ui with a production from V
as follows: If the node is a terminal, t £ T, associate it with A(t) —> t. Otherwise, let
a = ... , an) be the subtree defined by the (nonterminal) node. Assign to the node
the production A(a) —> .4(a!i),... ,.4(a„), which exists since a £ fl.

Finally, starting with S —> work down the tree u> using the above-defined pro-
ductions at each node. The result is a parse tree in G with the same yield as w. □

Of course, even if a context-free representation exists, it may not be desirable. Some-
times, very large state spaces will be needed—to capture information about positioning
and scale, or color, or style, to name just a few attributes that may be called upon in
composition rules. It is unnatural to "load" these attributes into an extended list of
nonterminal variables, and it pretty much negates one of the chief virtues of context-free
systems: the existence of efficient dynamic programming algorithms for parsing. Fur-
thermore, the resulting probabilistic system, which then necessarily involves distributions
on very large production systems, may become unmanageable.

4. Recursive encoding and its probabilistic interpretation.
4.1. The MDL viewpoint. We seek a formulation in which the interpretation of a

collection of objects as a single composite object, when possible, is generally favored
over the interpretation of these same objects as independent entities. This is a tenant of
compositionality ("Occam's Razor"), and one way to formalize it is through Rissanen's
"Minimum Description Length Principle" (as in §2).

By looking a little deeper at the implications of MDL for our vision problem, we
will be led to a probabilistic formulation that accommodates a "natural" distribution on
objects (0), and a resulting distribution on scenes (collections of objects) that indeed
favors compositions.

Return to the example of on-line character recognition discussed in §2, and imagine
that we have two lines, a and (3, each consisting of a set of more-or-less colinear points
sampled from the stylus trajectory. Then T, the primitives, is the set of (discrete)
locations on the writing pad. Suppose that we have devised composition rules that allow
us to combine points into linelets, and linelets and points into lines. Each rule comes
equipped with a formula for encoding the resulting composition, along the lines of the
examples worked out in §2. Thus there are binary codes, c(a) and c(/3), describing
exactly the lines a and (3.

Now consider a new composition rule, under which two appropriately-situated lines (a
and (3) can be bound to form a single, larger, line (a + (3 —> u> = l(a,/3), I <-► "line")—see
§3.2. The binding function Bi would be constructed to require that the constituents are
nearly colinear, and "close"—an endpoint of a is in a neighborhood of an endpoint of (3.
Reasoning as in §2, encoding u> saves bits: the label of u>, "line", having been specified,
restricts the possible labels of the constituents (a and f3) to point, linelet, or line. Thus
the labels of the constituents require fewer bits (supposing that there is a large repertoire
of possible labels). Furthermore, the endpoints of f3, when [3 is viewed as an individual
object, are essentially unconstrained; whereas, when (3 is viewed as a constituent of u,
one of its endpoints is highly restricted relative to a and the other essentially loses one
degree of freedom on account of the colinearity constraint. More bits are saved.
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How many bits are saved? If c(u>) is the code assigned to u, and if |c| represents
the length (number of bits) of a code c, then the bits saved in describing a and (3 as
constituents of u. instead of as separate entities, is |c(w)| — |c(a)| — |c(/3)|. What exactly
is c(u>)? Of course there are many ways to construct a code for lo. One might, for
example, attempt to use the existing codes for a and (3 as a starting point, and then
add and delete bits according to information that needs to be included (the label of
to, for example) or deleted (concerning the positioning of (3 relative to a, for example).
Consider, specifically, a recoding of the positioning of j3 relative to a. If the existing code
for (3 is organized so as to include an encoding of the endpoints of (3 and an encoding of
the remainder of (3 in terms of the endpoints, then a recoding of (3 is straightforward, that
is, recode the endpoints as positions relative to a, and leave in tact the remaining portions
of the (3 code. More generally, the idea is to identify the attributes that are restricted
by composition, and then to devise codes that factor into a code for these attributes
followed by a "residual" code for the remainder of the object given the attribute values.

But this approach may not be workable. In general, it will be difficult to identify
a sufficient set of attributes that anticipate every possible composition (cf. our earlier
discussion of context-free composition systems). For example, what attributes would we
identify for the letter "A"? Depending on the composition, we may appeal to size, shape,
style, color, and/or stroke widths. We are, then, faced with our original problem, but
two-fold: for a given composition, we will need to recode the remaining attributes based
upon a restriction on a subset of attributes (say, given a restriction on stroke width), and
we will need to understand how to develop a code for the remaining details of an "A"
(i.e., the residuals) given the attribute values. There is, furthermore, the complication
that we need to design the code of a composition (say the word "AT") in such a way
that it too factors into attribute and residual subcodes, so as to anticipate its role as a
constituent in still later compositions.

Alternatively, we could "start from scratch" with each composition: recode the con-
stituents in a manner that is natural and particular for the given composition rule.
More specifically, we could build a compositional code around the binding functions £?;
introduced in §3 by concatenating codes for: the label of the composite; the value of
the binding function (evaluated at the constituents); and a residual code for the con-
stituents given the binding function value. In essence, this is what we propose to do.
Our approach, however, will be through probabilities—it is our claim that the notion of a
"residual code" is most naturally formulated in terms of conditional probabilities, rather
than more directly in terms of the actual code itself. Of course we can always connect
probabilities and codes: Generate a Shannon code when given any assignment of proba-
bilities (see [10], for example), or go from code lengths to "energies" (log probabilities) to
probabilities when given an assignment of codes. In the latter case, the original code is
a Shannon code for the derived probabilities. In the end, the approaches are equivalent.

4.2. Probabilities.
4.2.1. From context-free grammars, by extension. Consider first a special case: let C

be a composition system with finite T (finite number of terminals) and finite N (finite
number of labels), and with Bi(ai,... ,an) — (L(a\),... ,L(an)). In this case (see
§3.3), C is context free and the business of equipping C with a probability is more-or-less
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standard fare: for each I £ N introduce a production probability distribution Qf.

Qi : {N UT}* —> [0,1], Qi(H = 1-
l-e{NUT}'

Probabilities P{-\1) on each fi; = {uj : L(u>) = 1} are then defined recursively with the
formula

(2) PMO = Q«(L(ai),... ,L(an))P(a1|L(a1)) • ■ • P(an\L(an)),

when u — l(ai,... , an). (When a € T, L(a) = a, so that P(a\L{a)) = 1.)
To get to a single probability on all of Q we will need to introduce, additionally,

marginal probabilities on N and T (recall that T C SI). Then, when ucT, P(cj) = Q(uj),
and when uj = I (a*), P(u) = P(u\l)Q(l):

Q{u)
u> S T

Q(l)Qi(L(aj),... , L(a„))P(a1|L(a1)) • • • P(an|L(an))
cj — l(cxi,... , an).

So far we have the standard construction. Through a Markov property (the probability
on each constituent given its label is independent of the remaining constituents), Q and
{Qi}ieN induce a probability on f2. This is the usual way to get probabilities on context-
free grammars ([40]), or equivalently, on branching processes ([20]). What is the "right"
construction when, more generally, Bi(ai,... , an) ^ (L(ai),... , L(an))? To get at this,
rewrite (3) in terms of the product measures Pn on f2n. Given a measure P on 17, define

n

Pn(au... ,an) = Y[P(ak),
k=1

and then define P* on Q* by
OO

P*04) = £P"(An),
71=1

whenever A = (J^i An, A.n C f2n. If ui = I (a i,... ,an), then from (3),

PM = Q(Z)Q,(L(ai),... , L(an))P(a\\L(ai)) ■ ■ ■ P(an\L(an))
= Q{l)Qi{L{ai),... ,L(an))Pn(ai,... ,an\L{ax),... ,L(an))

= Q(l)Qi{Bi(ai,... ,Q„))Pn(ai,... ,Qn|B((ai,... ,an)).

In summary:

{Q(u>) when u> G T,

Q(0Q;(S/(a*))P,'(a,'|P;(a*)) when w = i(a*).

This points the way towards generalization: make sense of (4) when Bi(ai,... , an) ^
(L(ai),... , L(an)), and when T and N are not necessarily finite.

We will take up the task shortly, but it might be useful here to pause and return
to the earlier question about bits gained. Suppose to £ fl is a binary composition of
constituents a,(3 £ : ui — l(a,/3). How much more efficient is the interpretation of
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a and f3 as components of the composition ui than as independent (separate) entities?
In a Shannon code, the length of a code word c(^) is essentially — log2 P{£,)- Hence, the
composition saves

P(w)
log2 p(w) - log2 P(a) - log2 P(P) = log2

= (use 4) log2 (Q(l)

P(a)P(f3)

PxP(Eh(a,p))

Qi(Bi(a,0))
= log3<5(() +log2 , p x p(Bi(a m

bits. The first term, log2 Q(l), is negative and represents the (unavoidable) cost of coding
the label, /, of lo. As for the second term, we expect that the observed value of Bi(a,/3)
will be far more likely in the context of the composition lo = l(a, (5) than if a and (3 were
to be chosen independently under P:

Qi(Bi)
P x P{Bi) '

Imagine, for instance, that a and (3 are straight lines, that lo is an extended straight line
with constituents a and (3, and that Bi restricts a and /? to be either linelets or lines and
restricts their placements so as to form a composite line. Then it is quite clear that the
likelihood of observing Bi(a,(3) when in fact a and (3 are constituents of lo is far higher
than "by chance"—i.e., than when a and (3 are placed independently according to the
measure P.

4.2.2. Technical foundation. The idea is to make sense of (4), in some generality, and
to thereby define a measure on fi. 17 is not necessarily discrete since T (the set of
terminals) may be a continuous space. Furthermore, if <S; is also continuous, then we
need to be careful about interpreting quantities like P*(a*\Bi(a*)) and Qi(Bi(a*)).

Sigma algebra for Q.N is always discrete. If T is discrete as well, then so are 0 and
Q, and there is no issue about the domain for measures on tt. More generally, we will
go from a cr-algebra on T to one on 0, and finally to fl. Along the way, we will need to
define measurability of Bi and show that the resulting is a measurable subset of 0.

We start, then, with a given cr-algebra, <tt, on T. cft extends to 0 in a natural way
through a "skeleton" partitioning: Define 0 to be the set of finite trees with unlabeled
terminal nodes, and nonterminal nodes labeled by elements of N. Define a skeleton
function S on 0 that maps w£0to the element s £ 0 that has the same topology and
the same nonterminal labels. Let 0S = {w £ 0 : = s} and note that the skeletons
partition 0, so that 0 = Usee

Let ns be the number of leaves in s S 0 (and, therefore, the number of terminals in
each lo £ 0S). Let ctJ3 be the product cr-algebra on Tns generated by crT. There is a
natural one-to-one and onto mapping from to 0S, that corresponds to the left-to-
right sequence of terminals t\, <2, • • • , tn, in a tree lo £ 0S. Call this mapping Ms. Ms
induces a cr-algebra on 0S that we will denote as:

as = {MS(A) : A £ cr£s}.
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Finally, we define a cr-algebra on 0 by

3" — { As ■ As £ crs, Vs £ 0}.
sE©

(Note that A £ J7, A = [JsgQ As => Ac — ljs6@ Acs £ F.)
Measurability. We need to establish that fl is a measurable subset of 0. Since f2 is

defined through the binding functions Bi, I £ N, the measurability of fl is tied to the
measurability of Bi.

Recall that the binding functions are defined on 0*, which is a union of product spaces,
(-)* = IXLi Given the cr-algebra T on 0, let Tn be the product er-algebra on 0™
and let T* be the corresponding cr-algebra on 0*:

OO

F = {\jAn:Aneri, n = 1,2,...}.
n=l

We shall assume that 7Zi is equipped with a cr-algebra Bi, that Si C 7Zi is Bi-
measurable, and that Bi : 0* —* TZi is a measurable function relative to the corresponding
cr-algebras, B^l(A) £ J7*, \/A £ Bi. Then f2 is measurable:

Proposition 4.1.

Proof. Since fl = Use©(^ ^ an<^ s*nce ® countable (recall that N is discrete),

it is enough to show that f2s = n 0S is measurable for each s £ 0.
Let i = 1,2,... ,ms index the nodes of the skeleton s, left-to-right, breadth first,

beginning with the root node. Let Is C {1,2,... , ms] be the indices of the nonterminal
nodes, and given i £ Is, let li £ N be the label of node i. For each i £ Is, let {Li, Li +
1,... ,Ri} be the indices, left-to-right, of the daughter nodes of i (so that Li = if
there is only a single daughter node).

Introduce terminal variables, ti,t2, ■ • • ,tUa £ T, and associate these, left-to-right,
with the terminal nodes of s, where ns is the number of terminal nodes in s. (Note
that the index of the node associated with ti will not be i.) Let ti = ... ,tei)
be the terminal variables belonging to the subtree rooted at i £ {1,2,... , ms} (e^ = bi
whenever i is a terminal node). Finally, for each i £ {1,2,... ,ms}, let M\ be the
mapping from Tbi~ei+1 into 0 that assigns to (tbi,... , tei) the subtree rooted at i and
having left-to-right terminals f^,... , tei.

Then

ns = Ms | p| {(ti,... ,tn.) : Blt(MsL<(fLJ,M?*(tRi)) £ Sti} \ .
I »€/, J

Hence, it is enough to show that

{(<!,...,«„.): BLi(M^(tLJ,... , M^{tRx)) £Sh}£ ap

for each i £ Is. But this follows immediately from: the measurability of ; the mea-
surability of the function and the (by definition) measurability of the mappings
Mi. □
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Compositional measures. To put a measure on tt, we start with the auxiliary (or
"observable") measures Q and Qf.

Q is a probability measure on T U N;
Qi is a probability measure on IZi concentrating on Si, for each I £ N.

Q determines the relative frequencies among object types, and Qi determines the distri-
bution on binding values, Bi, for each object type I € N.

Given a probability measure P on Q, define P* on Q* by
OO

P*(A) = J2Pn(An),
n= 1

where A = U^li An € ^n> and Pn is the n-fold product measure P x • • • x P. Then,
define Pl* to be the measure induced by P* on TZi through Bf.

Pt*{S) = P*{a* : Bt(a*) e 5)
for measurable S C TZi. If Qi P* VI € N, then

defines a measure (say fi*) on ft*:

[ ~TF^(Bi(a*))dP*(a*).
Ja'eA a*l

Hence, if Qi <C P* VI 6 N, then

QW^ma^dP'ia*)

defines a measure on iV x f!*, for which we will use the more intuitive form3

(5) Q(l)Ql(Bl)P*(a*\Bl).
(Code the label, I; code the binding value, B[\ and then code the constituents, a*, as
though they were independent, but conditioned on the binding value.)

Note that (5) defines a measure on fl\T through the mapping (I, a*) <-> l(a*).
Definition. A probability measure P on ft is a compositional measure if
a: P agrees with Q on T;
b: Qi « P* VI e N;
c: P agrees with

on fl\T.
Remarks. (1) More succinctly, P(u>) is Q(tu) if lu £ T and Q{l)Qi(Bi)P*(a*\Bi) if

w = I {a*), which is (4).
(2) Neither the existence nor the uniqueness of a compositional measure is guaranteed.

Chi ([6]) has an existence result that applies when Q. is finite, and applies as well to various
extensions of finite systems. An example of nonuniqueness is constructed in Potter ([31]).

3Alternatively, we could make sense of (5) more directly by first defining a conditional probability
P*(a*\Bt), and arrive at the same construction. But this is perhaps more complicated since we need to
choose a "version" of P*(a*|B/) and, what's more, P* is not a probability measure.
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The following section (§4.3) contains several examples of compositional measures, and
some examples in which no compositional measure exists. One way to guarantee existence
(and uniqueness) is to build the measure "bottom up": assume TfliS; = 0 V7 G N, define
a "type" function, tw, by

u> u> G T,
Bt(a*) LV = l(a*)efl,

and assume that there exists 0 = A0 C A\ C A2 C • ■ • such that
(a): U~1 Ai = UleN Sl > and
(b): if rw G Ak+1 (k > 0) for some ui = I (cm,... ,an) £ Q, then rQl,... , ran € TuAk-
If u> £ T, then P(u) = Q(u>). This defines Pf on Ai fl Si, \/l G N, which in turn

defines P on {w : G Ai}- Now take the next step: use P on {lu : tu G Ai} to define
Pf on A2 n Si, VI G N, and from this get Pon {w : G ^2}- Continuing inductively
we get PonTU {LEi{w : £ Ai}} = tt.

Of course for the construction to make sense one needs to check that Qi <C Pf VZ G N,
but this is generally easy to arrange. On the other hand, this bottom-up solution is
not entirely satisfactory, since it precludes any real recursion. In order to allow for a
construction like "line" + "line" —» "line", for example, one would need either to assign
separate labels to lines of different "depths", or (perhaps more attractive) to construct
Scjine' in such a way that it reflects, in its value, the depths of its arguments.

(3) If P satisfies (4), then P(fi) = 1. To see this, note first that if I (a*) ^ f2, then
Bi(a*) 0 Si, and therefore Bi(a*) £ Support(Q/). Hence Qi(Bi)P*(a*\Bi) concentrates
on {a* : I (a*) G 0}. Thus

P(Cl) = Q(T) + ^ Q(l) [ ^^(Bi(a*))dP*(a*)
leN a*6fi»:Z(a*)efi} arI

= Q(T) + Y^Q(l) [ ~Tp* (Bi(a*))d,P* (a*)
leN JceO'

(change variables: a* —> Bi(a*), P* —> Pf)

= Q(T) + J2Q(l) [ ~(b)dPi(b)
>be{Bl(a*):a*eQ*} aiileN

= Q(T) + TQ(l) dQi(b)
l£N ** b(z{Bi (a*):a* }

= Q(T) + £ Q(l)Qi{Bi(a*) : a* G ST}
leN

= (since Qi « Pf) Q(T) + ^ Q(l)Qi{Hi) = Q(T) + Q(N) = 1.
leN

(4) As we have already seen, if \T\ < 00 and \N\ < 00, and if Bi(a 1,... ,an) =
(L(a\),... , L(an)), then the composition system is equivalent to a context-free grammar.
The probabilities Qi(-) then correspond to the production probabilities of a probabilistic
context-free grammar (PCFG). But in a PCFG, there is a special "start" symbol S G N,
and all of the mass concentrates on the set w G 0 9 L(u) = S. The PCFG comes out
of a compositional measure by conditioning on L(u>) = S, that is, if Q is any probability
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measure with support N U T, and if P is the associated compositional measure, then
P(u)\L(uj) = S) coincides with the standard PCFG measure. The result, of course, is
independent of Q, but we cannot simply take Q(S) = 1 without violating Qi <C P*.

(5) Recall the earlier discussion about bits saved (§4.2.1): In a discrete world, the
composition a + @ —* u = l(a,0) saves

w pM _ w QWQiW
g2 P{a)P{0) g2Px P(Bt)

bits. This can be viewed as the logarithm of a likelihood ratio of two measures on SI x SI:
a compositional measure Q(l)Qi(Bi)P x P(a,/3\Bi), and a product measure P x P(a, (5).
More generally (but still in the discrete case): a* —> u = l(a*); the likelihood ratio is
between Q(l)Qi{B{)P x P(a*\Bi) and P*, on ST; and there is a savings of

, Q{l)Qi{Bi)
S2~frmT

bits.
Of course the constituents, coded under P, already themselves represent a savings

over their respective (sub) constituents, and so on from the root to the leaves of the tree.
To pursue this, fix to € Si and consider the skeleton s = S(to) (as in §4.2.2). Following
the proof of Proposition 4.1, let ii,... ,tns be the terminal variables (keeping in mind
that these are not necessarily distinct), let Is index the nonterminal nodes, let Z, G N be
the label of node i, and, finally, let bi be the value taken by the binding function (B[ J
at node i. (So, for example, if <*i,... ,an £ SI are the trees rooted at the daughter nodes
of i, then bi = Bii(ai,... ,a„).) Then, through s, P induces a measure on Tn":

n q(u)i=i
where Ri = <5(/i)Qii(6i)/Pi*(6j) is the likelihood ratio associated with the zth node, i e Is.
Of course, this is just a rewriting of P(lu) by successively expanding the constituent
probabilities, but it points out the overall win achieved by encoding 11,... , tns as a
composition, u>, over a coding as independent entities under Q: the likelihood ratio is

Ri, which corresponds to saving X^ie/S 1°S2 Ri bits.
More or less the same analysis goes through in the general case: by fixing u and the

corresponding skeleton s, we observe that P defines a measure on the product space Tn'
that is absolutely continuous with respect to the product measure Qn'. The derivative
is Uiei, Ri where, in general,

Ri = QQi)WhM
V ' dP* (hi)

(<-> Qil^Qiiibi)/P*.(bi) in the discrete case).
Actually, there is a whole hierarchy of measures on T™s, starting with Q(U) and

working up to P(u>). Along the way are product measures with more than one but fewer
than ns terms. From this viewpoint, Hie/ ^Just result of applying the chain rule,
starting at the top with dP(uj), going through dP(ai) ■ ■ ■ dP(an) (if uj = I (a i,... , a„)),
and working down to dQ(ti) ■ ■ ■ dQ{tns).
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There is also an interpretation in terms of bits. If there is enough structure to permit
a discrete —► continuous limit, then coding t\ G A\,t? G A\,... ,tns G Afn , under the
product measure Qn, costs

- log2 Q{A\)
i=1

bits. With the skeleton, s, fixed, there is a corresponding set Ae = AC{A\,... , Aens) C
and the corresponding event uj G Ae can be coded with — log2 P{Ae) bits. If, for each i,
Q{A\) | 0 as e [ 0, then of course ^™=i — ̂ °S2 Q(A^) and — log2 P(AC) will, in general,
both become infinite. Nevertheless, since P -C Qn' (P viewed as a measure on Tn'), if
the continuum limit exists, then P{AC)/ Y\^Li Q(Al) converges to a derivative, and the
gain, log2 P{A£) - Y^=i log2 Q(Ae)- has limit E?=i Ri-

(6) The model suggests an approach to recognition: use P to build a measure on image
interpretations (see §5) and then choose the best interpretation among competing candi-
dates. This is essentially what is behind the experiments discussed in §2, and, evidently,
it requires an explicit form for the "win" when interpreting constituents as parts in a
composition, over their interpretation as independent components. Unfortunately, this
calculation appears to be very difficult in general and calls for some sort of approxima-
tion in actual implementations. An example is worked through in Huang ([23]). See also
Potter ([31]) for a set up in which exact calculations are possible.

4.3. Examples.
1. A context-free system. Probabilistic context-free grammars are special cases of

compositional measures. Probabilities on context-free grammars demonstrate a kind of
criticality (cf. [3], [40]): depending upon the production probabilities, there may be a
nonzero probability of producing trees of infinite depth. This "lack of tightness" (better
known as "inconsistency" in the computational linguistics literature) leaves the total
mass on Q smaller than one. Since compositional measures always have mass one (as
demonstrated earlier), the corresponding system (4) must have no solution.

For a specific example, take T = {#.}, N = {5}, and

1 if a* = t,
Bs(a*)={ 2 if a* = (5, S),

0 otherwise.

Then Ss — {1,2} corresponds to the context-free system

S -► SS,
s —> t.

Q is basically irrelevant, but to be Concrete take Q(t) = Q(S) = 1/2. The context-free
system is critical at Prob(S —> SS) = Prob(S —> t) = 1/2: Prob(S —> SS) > 1/2 =>
Prob(fi) < 1 and Prob(S —> SS) < 1/2 => Prob(f2) = 1. These two cases correspond to

Qs(b)
{>

p if b = 2,
p if b = 1,
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with p > 1/2 or p < 1/2, respectively. When p < 1/2, a unique compositional measure
P exists, and coincides with the corresponding probability for the context-free system.
On the other hand, if p > 1/2, then (4) has no solution.

2. Another kind of nonexistence. Existence can fail in a different way—by including
binding rules that are not sufficiently restrictive. Consider the simple system T = {t},
N = {5}, and Bs(a*) — 1, Va*, with Ss — {1}- Anything goes: ft = 0. Since Qs
concentrates on Ss, Qs({l}) = 1- Regardless of Q, if P exists, then

OO

P*s({ 1}) = P*(a* ■ Bs(a*) = 1) = £ pn((«i> • ■■>«») : Bs(ai, = 1)
n= 1

OO OO

= Er(nn) = E 1 = 00,
n=1 n=l

which makes P(w) = 0 for any w/t. So P exists only when Q(t) = 1, in which case
P(t) = 1 as well.

The example is extreme, since there is no restriction on the number of constituents.
Still, things can be made to work by coding the number of constituents into the binding-
function value, e.g., with Bs{ai,... ,an) = n and Ss = {1,2,...}, in which case we
have a simple branching process. Then, for suitable (i.e., subcritical—see [20]) Qi, we
get a probability measure P on f2.

3. A context-sensitive system. Take, again, T = {£}, and N = {5}. Given a G 0,
define lal to be the number of terminals in a. If

Bs(a*) =
1 when a* = (a,/?), |a| = |/3|,
0 otherwise

and Ss = {1}, then Q is the set of balanced binary trees. The associated language (i.e.,
the set of left-to-right sequences of terminal) is the set of strings of t of length 2", n > 0.
This language is not context free, as is established by an elementary application of the
Pumping Lemma (cf. Hopcroft and Ullman [22]).

Let Q(S) = p and Q(t) = q = 1 — p, with p € (0,1). If there is a compositional
measure, and if Pn is the probability of the (only) ui € with |w| = 2", then

Po = <1, Pi= cpq2, P2 = c3p3q4,... , Pn = (cpq)2"/(cp),

where
I uv / ^ \ 2 oo
i ^ f / ^x | , | /1I-w—lO / -L \ y / . 2n+i(6) - = P x P{(a,f3) : |or| = |/3|} = = ( — ) J2(cPl)

n=0 \ Py n—0

Therefore, if there is a compositional measure, then there exists c > 1 (since c — l/P x
P{(a,(3) : |a| = |/3|}) satisfying (6). On the other hand, if c > 1 satisfies (6), then
Po,Pi, ■ ■ ■ define a compositional measure. Does (6) have such a solution?

1 = (^En2" =111 E(«)2"} =111 B^)2" - 4c Vp) cP{cPt{ J cM^„=o J
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cp = cpq)2"-
n=0

The right-hand side is strictly convex in c. Draw the respective graphs of the right and
left-hand sides: a solution with c > 1 exists if and only if

OO

p > (w)2"'
71=0

and if a solution does exist, then it is unique. But
OO OO

pq

1~P9

/ 1 ~ P X / 1 \
= Pu 9) = p{ 5—) <P-^l-P + P2^ l + (fy

So a unique compositional measure always exists.
4. Points, linelets, and lines. Return again to the example discussed in §2, involving

"on-line" characters. Here T is the MxM grid of sampling locations, T = {1,2,... , M}x
{1, 2,... , M}. Linelets are just pairs of points sufficiently close together:

leN <-► "linelet",
\\a - J3\\ if a* = (a, (3), a,0eT,Bi{a*) =

{ — 1 otherwise,

Si = (0, r],

where || ■ |j is Euclidean distance and r is a distance threshold, defining "sufficiently close".
(We proceed, here and later, as though we were in the continuum: <Si is continuous

and we will choose Qi with support equal to <Si- Since, in fact, the range of Bi is
discrete, it is clear that the condition Qi <S Pj" will be violated. But this is really just
an expedient way of constructing a composition—it is easier to work in the continuum.
For a completely proper construction, partition S\ into attainable intervals, to which
Qi assigns probabilities. B\ can then be thought of as interval-valued, in which case

Qi < -Pi*-)
Lines come from lines or linelets by adding single points, or from two suitably-situated

colinear lines. We construct B2 (2 G N "line") by treating these cases separately.
First, introduce an "End Point" function £P(cj), u> e fi, whose value is the endpoints
of u> when w is a line segment. Specifically, £P(oj) is the set of two terminals in oj that
achieves the greatest distance among all pairs of terminals in u (with some convention
for systematically breaking ties).

Given the endpoints ei, e2, let RT(e 1,62) be the rectangle depicted in Fig. 2, where
w and I are additional "threshold" parameters. When L(a) e {1,2} (line or linelet) and
(3 G T, define

B2(a,f3)= |

which covers growth by single points.

1 if (5 G RT{£P(a)),
0 otherwise,
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The composition "line" + "line" —► "line" requires, first, that an endpoint of one line
be close to an endpoint of the other. With this constraint in mind, let ||a — /?||2 be the
minimum distance between the points in £P(a) and the points in £P(/3). As for the
colinearity condition, this will be enforced in terms of the angle between the constituent
lines: Let Z(a,/3) be the angle (between 0 and 2n) from a to (3 through the pair of
endpoints achieving the minimum ||a — /?||2 (again, with a systematic mechanism for
resolving ties). When L(a) = L{/3) = 2, define B2(ct,P) = (||a — f3\\2, ̂ (ct, /?))• Putting
together the pieces:

1 RT(£P(a)){P) if L(a) G {1,2}, (3 G T,

B2(a,0)={ (||a-/3||2,Z(a,/?)) if L(a) = L(/3) = 2,

— 1 otherwise,

and S2 = ((0, c] x [7r — A, 7r + A]) U {1}. The parameters c and A determine when two
lines are "close" and "colinear", respectively.

It is more-or-less straightforward to design further compositions, for "L-junctions"
and "T-junctions", letters, strings, words, and so on. In general, it is a good idea to
build some scale invariance into the rules, and for this, it is decidedly easier to work in
the continuum—see [31] and [23]. But the system here is simple and illustrative.

A compositional probability is generated by specifying the "Q measures"—Q and
Qt, I G N. The label probabilities, Q(t), t G T, Q(l), and Q(2) are pretty much
arbitrary, but would presumably reflect some knowledge or expectation about the rel-
ative likelihoods of observing points, linelets, and lines. (See §5, where we develop
the associated distribution on scenes of objects.) For illustration, we can take, simply,
Q(l) = Q(2) = 1/3, and Q{t) = 1/(3M2), making points, linelets, and lines equally
likely and adopting a uniform distribution on the set of points. The analogs of produc-
tion probabilities are the distributions Q\ and Q2 on <Si and S2, respectively. These will
govern the relative likelihoods of the various linelet and line configurations. It would be
natural to adopt, for example, a parametric class for Q1 that favors small values in (0, r],
perhaps just a triangular density qi(x) = a — bx, b > 0. There is one free parameter (the
slope, b, say) that could in principle be estimated from labeled images. The distribution
on S2 is mixed, with an atom on {1}, say 1/2, that fixes the relative proportion of the
"line" + "point" —> "line" composition, and a distribution on (0, c] x [it — A, 7r + A] that

fixes the relative proportions of the various configurations of two line segments joined to
make a longer line segment.

What about the existence of a probability P satisfying (4)? Given (discrete versions
of—see earlier remark) Q, Q1, and Q2, this is guaranteed by a result by Chi ([6]), which
more generally guarantees existence anytime 1^2;^] < 00 V7,6, where

ni,b = {l(a*)eQ-.Bi(a*) = b}.

What is the win when two terminals, a and (3, with ||a — /3|| < r, are joined to make
a linelet (a + (3 —* l(a,/3), I = 1 "linelet")? Consider an image that includes, possibly
among other objects, these two terminals. Consider this image as interpreted with the
two terminals as isolated points, versus this same image with this same interpretation,
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excepting that the two points are viewed as composing a linelet. As we shall see shortly
(§5), the ratio of the probabilities of these two image interpretations is

(7) P(<*)P(P)[ ' P(Ka,p)Y
This ratio is independent of the other structures in the scene and independent of the inter-
pretations of these other structures. Since P(l(a, /?)) — Q(l)Qi(||a — P\\)Px P(a, P\Bi =
||a — /3||) (everything is discrete, so Qi(\\a — P\\) is an actual probability, and not a density
evaluated at ||a — /?||), the ratio (7) is just

P x P(a\ /?': a', f3' € T, \\a' - f3'\\ = ||a ■
Q{^)Qi{\\a — P\\)

P(T)2P x P(||a' - /3'|| = ||a - p\\\a',p' e T)
Q(l)Qi (||«-/?||)

= Q(T)2P x P(||a' - p'\\ = ||a - (3\\\a\ p' £ T)
QWQ^Wa-PW)

= lPxP(\\a'-(3'\\ = \\a-p\\\a',(3'eT)
3 Qi(\\<*-P\\)

If, for example, ||a — P\\ = 1, then there are four locations for P' for any (interior) a'
such that ||a' — P'\\ — ||a — p\\. Up to edge effects, then,

P x P(||a' - P'\\ = ||a - P\\\a',P'
and the ratio

P(a)P(P) 4 1
P(l(a,p))

On the other hand, Qi(l) will be much larger than 1/M2, so that
P(<*)P(0) „ i
P(l(a,(3)) ^ "

The interpretation "linelet" is substantially better than the alternative "two independent
points".

What happens if, say, two line segments (a and P) are joined to form a longer line
segment (l(a,(3), I = 2)1 The ratio P(a)P(/3)/P(l(a, (3)) would be

W) = 2)2
Q(2)Q2((||a-/?||2,Z(a,/3))

x P x P((||a' - (3'\\2, Z(a',/?')) = (||a - /?||2, Z(a, f3))\L(a') = L{(3') = 2)
1

~ 3Q2((||a-/?||2,Z(a,/?))
x P x P((||a' - p'\\2,z(a',p')) = (||a - /?||2, Z(a, P))\L{a') = L(P') = 2).

If, for example, ||a — P\\2 = 1, then under P x P, the event Ha' — P'\\2 = 1 has,
approximately, probability 16/M2 and Z(a,P) is essentially uniform (again, up to edge
effects). On the other hand, Q2 severely restricts ||a — /?||2 as well as the angle Z(a,P),
and therefore if B2 € S2, then Q2{(\\a - /?||2, Z{a,(3)) > P x P((||a' - P'\\2, Z(a',(3')) —
(||a — P\\2, Z(a, f3))\L(a') = L(/3') = 2). Again, composition is strongly favored.
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By the same kind of reasoning, for the case "line" + "point" —> "line" (a + (3 —*
1 = 2),

P(a)P(0) lA{a)/M2
P(l(a,(3)) ~ 3 Q2({ 1}) '

where A(a) is the area of the rectangle in Fig. 2. If, for instance, we assign half of the "line
mass" to "line" + "point" (and the other half to "line" + "line"), then Q2({1}) = 1/2
and

P(a)P(J3) _ 2A(a)
P(l(a,0)) ~ 3M2 '

which will, again, be much smaller than one.
Xiaohua Xing developed a hierarchy of composition rules that included, at "the top",

the twenty-six upper case characters. Each rule was appended with a formula for com-
puting the gain enjoyed by encoding a composition instead of encoding separately the
constituents. In the examples above, this would roughly correspond to the negative log-
arithm of the probability ratios. (Although the actual gains used were more or less ad
hoc—we had not yet developed a probabilistic framework.) A simple brute force search
algorithm (described briefly in §2) was used to find a best labeling of the entire image.
Figures 1 and 3, taken from the experiments by Xing, show examples of images with
handwritten characters correctly identified.

Potter's experiments (see [31]) go further, including compositions for strings of letters
and entire words, and using gains computed, as in the example here, directly from a
proper probability measure on Q.

5. Scenes and images. We will use the term "scene" in a formal sense to mean a
finite collection of objects, i.e., a finite subset of £7. All of the details about subcompo-
nents, their relationships, and their placements are coded in w G fi, so that a "scene"
amounts to a very specific description. The term "image" will refer to what is actu-
ally observed, which may be, for example, just the terminal nodes of the objects in a
scene, or, more generally, a "corrupted" or "noisy" version of the objects in a scene. The
recognition problem is to find the scene given the image.

We propose to formulate this as an inference problem by using a compositional mea-
sure to construct a ("prior") probability distribution on scenes. Recognition becomes a
problem in Bayesian inference: Use the posterior distribution, which is the conditional
distribution on scenes given an image, to choose a good interpretation. Of course, the
"best" interpretation (say, the maximum a posteriori scene) would be desirable, but is
usually intractable. Instead, we foresee using the posterior distribution as a guide in iden-
tifying and choosing among sensible interpretations, as was the case in our experiments
with handwritten character recognition (§2).

The goal, then, is to extend a compositional measure, P on to a distribution on
the set of scenes, VP:

* = IJ0*'
k=0
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where fio is the empty scene (no objects—call it {e}), and Q,k is the collection of subsets
of Q of size k, Qk = {{wi, ■ • ■ , u>fc} : Wi G fi, i = 1,... , k}. It is perhaps best to follow our
development of measures on Q, by starting with the discrete case (Q, countable), where
we can rely on the MDL point of view for motivation and intuition, and then extending
to a more general framework.

5.1. Discrete objects. Let us assume, for the time being, that is countable, so that a
compositional measure P is just an assignment of probabilities to the individual objects
ui G fl. We will work from a prefix code c, which assigns a bit string to each u> G and
corresponds to the measure P—i.e., c is a Shannon code for P.

A scene is a finite collection of objects. One natural way to code a scene is to code the
objects in the scene, one at a time. Order does not matter, so let us say, arbitrarily, that
given a — {a>i,... ,0;^} G we use the code c(wj1)c(wi2)... ,c(u>ik), where c(a)c(/3)
is the concatenation of c(a) and c(/3), and where («i,«2,... ,ik) is the permutation of
(1,2,... ,k) that yields c^J <c c(wi2) <£...<£ c(wifc), "<£" being "lexicographic"
ordering.4

But this is not yet a prefix code for ^—how would a receiver know when all of a had
been transmitted? In general, the code will be too short to correspond to a probability
on \I>. This is easily remedied: Take any two (preferably short) code words c(u>i) and
c(u>2) with c(u> 1) <£ c(w2), and apply the suffix c(w2)c(wi) to each of the scene codes just
developed. Now we have a prefix code, and the corresponding probability distribution,
D, on 'I' is simply

(8) D(a) = i P(w).
ujEct

The normalization 1/z corresponds, roughly, to the cost of the suffix, and is also the
probability assigned to the empty scene, a = {e}. Notice that if we were to compare
two scenes that differ by only one composition, such as a = {wi,u>2,^3, ■ ■ ■ ,Wfc} and
a' = {u>i, a, /3,u>3,... ,0;^} where u>2 = l(a,P), then the likelihood ratio D(cr)/D(a') is
again just

Q(l)Qi(Bi)
P x P(Bi)

independent of the other elements, lui,lu3,^4,^5, ■ ■ ■ ,u>k, of the scene. In fact, were we
to start with these ratios, or "wins", then we would arrive at the same distribution, (8),
over scenes, lI'.

If a pair of object types, like tables and chairs, are systematically related in typical
images, then the appropriateness of a product form (8) is called into question. But in a
way, this is the whole point: such systematic relations define compositions. There is a
binding function Bi and an empirical distribution Qi under which Qi(Bi) is often much
larger than P*(Bi).

4Shorter words come first; words of the same length are ordered according to their interpretations ;
integers, represented in binary.
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Of course we need to make sure that (8) can actually be normalized, which is to say
that z < oo. In fact, this follows from the coding argument, but more explicitly

-Enp=n ^+< °° ■
If, instead, we were to view scenes as ordered finite collections of objects, ^={(wi,..wn):
0 < n < oo,u)k G ft}, then

= l + ]TPn(ft"):=oo.
n=l

No such measure exists. Since compositions respect order, viewing scenes as ordered
collections of objects is like introducing a "start" or "scene" symbol s G N, as in a
context-free grammar, with the composition a* —> s(a*) for any a* e f2*, which brings
us back to the failure encountered in example 2 (§4.3). One way to unify the treatment of
scenes and objects would be to treat trees with the same daughter structure as identical—
i.e., ignore the order of branches. This works mathematically, but it is more awkward
when it comes to constructing probabilities and calculating wins in specific examples.

The product form of (8) suggests a maximum entropy interpretation. Notice that, for
any u> G ft,

D(u> € a\ |cr| = 1) = a = (a)

and

D(U e a) = ipM £ n P(V)
c€\f Co'£<J
UJ(£<7

= ipM n (1+"(-')) = 0»
As it turns out, the maximum entropy distribution on given (b), is in fact D. To see
this, introduce Lagrange multipliers A, {Aw}weo, and maximize

- £ DM log DM + \ •£ DM +£\,|£ D(a) - •
<T6>i CTG* wen er€* '

\v€ct /

Differentiating with respect to D(a'), and setting the derivative to zero, gives

— log D(a') — 1 + A + ]T A- = °

eKD{cr') = k J] eA- => D{w G a')
1 + e>

which, because of (b), must also equal P(u>)/( 1 + P{u>)). Hence D(cr') = cj).
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5.2. Generalization. Generalization to the continuum case is more or less straight-
forward. The goal is again to preserve the "wins" already built into the compositional
measure P. Of course, in the continuum case, the coding interpretation is lost (except as
"bits saved" in a limit from discrete models—see §4.2.2), but the idea of using a product-
type measure for scenes still makes sense. Formally, we want to define D on "J by (8), in
which case we will get the "right" ratios when comparing scenes that differ only in that,
in one case, a set of constituents is composed, and in the other it is not.

We will need to introduce a cr-algebra Tp on VP, to serve as domain for D. Recall
that f2fc = {{wi,... ,Wfc} : LL>i £ tt,i = I,... ,k} is the set of subsets of Q of size k.
The cr-algebra Ty will be defined through a collection of a-algebras Tk, °ne for each Clk-
Start with T, the cr-algebra developed for (see §4.2.2), and let Tk be the corresponding
product cr-algebra on Qk. Define $ to be the mapping that carries each element of
into its associated symmetric set in flk:

$({wi,... ,wfc}) = {(ujai, ■ ■ ■ ,w<rfc) : a a permutation on {1,2,... ,/c}},

and then define Tk by A G Tk if $(-A) £ Tk. Let Tq = {{e}, 0} (the cr-algebra for
flo, where 0 is the empty set—no scene—which is different from {e}—the scene with no
objects). Then, finally, define

OO

T<a = {\^ Ak ■■ Ak £ Tk}-
k=0

The formal expression (8), which is fine in the discrete case, does not really make sense
in the general case. We can use, instead,

iP><y»
z k\

for any A £ Tk, since this extends immediately to Ty, and it reduces to (8) when Q. is
discrete.

For the empty scene, D({e}) = 1 jz. The normalization is again finite, since

k=1 k= 1
z = 1 + 2^—k\—^1 + 2^M = e'

meaning that there exists a probability measure on scenes (formally, (8)) which preserves,
exactly, the likelihood ratios designed into P.

Acknowledgments. With remarkable efficiency, Xiaohua Xing developed an on-line
upper-case character recognition system based upon a compositional representation of the
twenty-six characters. The good performance of that system has done much to motivate
our taking a deeper look at the principle of compositionality.

Elie Bienenstock has long argued for the importance of compositionality, not only as
a basic principle of cognition, but also, even more fundamentally, as a basic principle
of neural representation. Our work here draws from numerous and ongoing discussions
with Bienenstock.

Finally, we have been heavily influenced by Ulf Grenander's way of thinking in the
development of his General Pattern Theory. We are fortunate to have worked so closely
with him.
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